
Flying Houses is divided to three parts : 
1- Design of the main structure of flying House 
2- Walls and construction materials that are light, resistant enough and progressive 
3- Flight operations of the Flying Houses.

The idea of Flying Houses is shaped by the demands of human diversity . This Idea that if we 
can not change the environment around our lives and Considering the biological and climatic 
conditions, we could always choose the best place to live, is a very bold, futuristic and 
desirable  idea .

In the current world, the environment and climatic conditions are becoming one of the most 
important problems of the architect, urban architecture and scientists. So designing of Houses 
that can be flying and landing in a new environment is essential . It means finding a new place 
new climate new landscape and new  condition of life in the shortest time without any kind of 
moving, discharging and harm to home appliances and furnishings .

The Flying House
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The main structure of “ Flying House “

As shown in the picture, the main structures  of the Flying House is made of aluminum with an alloy composition . This alloy composition will be light and also have 
a high resistance . 
The design, composition and architecture of the flying House should also be carried out in two ways : first, the usual comfort in a residential Home, and second, 
high strength against tensile forces and shocks caused by take off and landing . 
It is correct that during the use of this structure, on average, we have one or two flights every year, but the structures of the skeleton of the Flying House should 
maintain the strength and solidity of their components over the years . 
The joints of each component of the structure can be connected either by welding method or can be shaped like a bolt . 
In the calculation of the structures loading, in addition to the dead and live loads, the Extra load of the next classes on the structure will eventually be considered . 
For more reinforcement, the floor of house will be made from the aluminum alloy and is designed in a truss form to provide maximum strength .
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2- Walls and construction materials 

solar energy system

Green houses

Usual houses

Ability to increase the infrastructure if needed by residents of the home, up to three floors 
on top of each other or putting each unit together as needed, is another benefit of plan .

The main material of the walls,  ceiling and floor could be from aluminium sandwich panel or 
wood .
The high coefficient of strength relative to the weight of this product, due to the proper method 
of production, allows us to use all the walls, ceilings and floors of the flying houses .

The main base of each unit is about 60 square meters And if necessary, it will be 
possible to get under construction by picking up other units together .
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Versatile windows

The glasses in these circularly designed windows move up and down and turn left and right, that 
with the ability to open and close the window, it also creates a terrace - a terrace can also be formed 
safely, which is usually needed when children like use it - for us and the entrance door will be 
adjacent to the room or the house - In the design of the application of each block together .

The other task of this Versatile windows In closed mode is, to direct the wind outlet from upper 
turbine to lower turbine, and this will lead to more wind-power output and a kind of turbo-fan 
operation, and this means getting the most out of wind power and turbine power in wind science 
and fluid mechanics . 

3- Flight operations of the Flying Houses

Flight operations are carried out by fans or turbines installed at the four corners 
of each House . These fans are already in place in the same four Versatile
windows . The chassis, or the same skeleton, is also very important, although 
the speed of these flying houses is no more than 30 to 40 kilometers per hour . 
Due to limitations in their physical form, they are very slowly take off and 
landing .

A company or a center can handle their flying operations with a specialized 
flying round of this type of house, and this work is done at the national or 
international level only by this group and center .

Of course, city managers or municipalities can manage flying homes at a 
specific time of year and at a specified location with limited flight 
altitude

It may be necessary for the company to charge only the batteries and 
possibly the flight engine with each flight and install it on the flying house.
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